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Todd & Dale, the Newest Political Mavericks,
are “Running 4 President” in 2012
LAS VEGAS, Nevada, November 5, 2008 – “You want mavericks?” says local filmmaker
Marko Sakren, “We’ve got mavericks. Todd and Dale, the two leading characters in our
upcoming “Running 4 President” feature film (www.R4Pmovie.com), are the newest
political mavericks!” Who says you need experience to be President of the United States?
Oh, and judgment? Come on. Child's play. Leave it up to these two slackers to come up
with a hair-brained scheme to save their AirHedz Oxygen Bar and look what happens: a
comedy of errors that ends up defining who will be the next resident of the White House (in
our imagination, that is). Does that person have character, you ask? Well, hold on to your
bootstraps because there are a whole bunch of characters in "Running 4 President" - a
comedy about politics unusual. “It'll strike the funny bone,” Sakren comments, “especially
after such a stressfully suspenseful election season (in the real world). Laughter is good
medicine and we’re looking to spread a dose of good cheer through our film efforts.”
Todd and Dale are certainly agents of change, albeit unlikely ones, because they are forced
into making a difference in the world by their demanding electorate. So, in the wake of one
of the most transformative presidential elections in history (in the real world), the producers
of “Running 4 President” have taken their lead characters and the spirit of their movie to the
streets with a four-year-long Mavericks-in-the-White-House Contest for anyone interested
in running for president in 2012. Whether you are pleased with the real election results or
not, it’s a great time to join the discussion about the future of America. If you’re excited
about the results, it’s time you step up to the plate and lend your own “maverick” qualities
toward the changes ahead. If you’re one of the disenchanted, it’s the perfect time now to start
“Running 4 President” for 2012 as your own kind of candidate. Either way, those who jump
into this imaginary 2012 race for the White House by December 1, 2008, will get a chance to
appear in the upcoming feature film “Running 4 President” produced by Teri Dukas and Matt
Kautsky and starring local Las Vegas actors Griffin Stanton-Ameisen (who plays Todd),
John E. Carson (who plays Dale), Carole J. Hannon, J.D. Smith, Liana Alexandra and Sergio
Garcia. Local filmmaker Marko Sakren is Executive Producer and Director. The 95-minute
film premieres in 2009 in Las Vegas, Nevada. Details coming next.
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Glenbrook Studios, Inc., is a Las Vegas motion picture production company formed in
2007 to bring its own brand of family entertainment to Nevada as well as the world at
large. For the next five years, Glenbrook has multiple feature projects planned, each of
which is in development and in search of funding. Visit www.glenbrookstudios.com or
call (702) 242-5800 for more information, or to contact company management.
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